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1.0

Downtown Matters!
Downtowns are important. They are the historic and symbolic heart of a community, the
reflection of a city’s image, pride and prosperity. They are the meeting place for the entire
city, where all types of different people come together to celebrate and share common
experiences. A healthy, active, successful downtown makes a positive statement about
the prosperity of a city, sending a confident message to future residents, businesses and
investors. The reverse is also true, which is why a strong, implementable vision for Downtown
Sudbury is so important.
While Downtown Sudbury has a number of strengths, there is great potential for improvement.
This Downtown Master Plan presents a series of recommendations to reinforce the
Downtown’s role as the biggest, brightest and best downtown in Northern Ontario. Strategies
are presented for improving the downtown’s level of economic, cultural and retail activity,
its sense of place and its role as the urban centre for the region. Indeed, The Downtown
Sudbury Master Plan suggests ways in which the City of Greater Sudbury can position itself as
the true and distinct ‘Capital of the North’.
The Master Plan will function as the blue print to guide the revitalization of Downtown
Sudbury over the next ten years and beyond, detailing a series of actions and initiatives
necessary for this transformation and specifying their timing and allocating responsibilities.
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2.4

Downtown: The Strengths
1

Durham Street is Greater Sudbury’s ‘Main Street’. It is a

6

wonderful example of a charming, well-maintained shopping

Downtown Sudbury is getting better every year. Both the
public sector and the private sector are investing in making

street offering a good mix of independent shops and services.

the Downtown look and feel better. The City with community

With some of Greater Sudbury’s best restaurants and cafés,

partners is rolling out a new streetscaping initiative and

Durham Street is a destination for the whole city. Parts of Larch

upgrading the Transit Centre. The Rainbow Centre continues

Street, Cedar Street and Elgin Street also help contribute to the

to renovate and attract new retailers. Vacant land is being

‘authentic’ feel of Downtown Sudbury.

converted to new business, like Shoppers Drug Mart, with
more opportunities for re-development on the horizon.

2

3

Downtown Sudbury acts as the hub of the First Nations and
Franco-Ontarian cultural experience. More than one in four

7

The City and its public partners are important landowners

residents of Greater Subdury have french as their mother

in the Downtown. Opportunities for the continued evolution

tongue and six per cent of residents are aboriginal. Both of

of Downtown will be led by the redevelopment of vacant

these groups have a strong presence in the Downtown and have

sites, some of which are in public ownership. This high level

helped establish the City of Greater Sudbury as a service and

of public ownership means that the City can be an active

cultural hub for these groups.

partner in reshaping and improving the Downtown.

The Downtown is home to a vibrant cultural scene that draws

8

Greater Sudbury is famous for its rugged landscape. This

thousands of visitors to the core every year. Places such as

landscape reaches right into the Downtown and touches

Artists on Elgin, la Galerie du Nouvel-Ontario, Sudbury Theatre

its edges, creating a beautiful backdrop that contains the

Centre, the Townhouse, Arts North, Le Carrefour francophone,

Downtown. Other natural assets, such as Junction Creek and

and the Art Gallery of Sudbury (amongst others) all contribute

Nolin Creek, also help to make the downtown a unique mix of

to this creative identity. The many festivals hosted in the

‘city-life’ and ‘the natural environment’.

downtown also work to keep Greater Sudbury’s creative spirit
strong.

9

Downtown Sudbury knows how to throw a party! Home
to almost a dozen festivals, the Downtown acts as one of

4

The Downtown is ringed by a series of stable, healthy

the city’s main stages for having fun. With some events

neighbourhoods. These communities located within easy

attracting more than 30,000 visitors, these world-class

walking distance of the core are important support systems

festivals keep Greater Sudbury fun and active. They generate

for the downtown. Residents who live in these thriving

the excitement that attracts thousands of visitors to the city.

neighbourhoods use the downtown as their local shopping,
recreation and support service centre.

10

The Downtown is the heart of the city and a communal
meeting place for its citizens. As such, the Downtown

5

Downtown Sudbury is one of the city’s most important

supports not just shops, restaurants, culture and jobs,

employment destinations in Greater Sudbury with

but also important community services. Amenities like the

approximately 6,000 people working in the greater downtown

YMCA, the Public Library, Centre de santé communautaire,

area. Already home to some of Greater Sudbury’s best quality

health services and the municipal and provincial buildings all

office buildings, the Downtown continues to successfully attract

provide critical services and help enrich the Downtown offer.

prestigious new employers, such as new engineering firms. As
a regional capital, the Downtown is also an important centre for
all levels of governmental employment.

11

There is a significant amount of land available across the
Downtown able to accommodate future growth, including
the 52 acre Rail Yards and many smaller in-fill sites. These
sites are important for accommodating contemporary new
uses that can help deliver the Vision for the Downtown.
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2.5

Downtown: The Challenges
1

Big roads like Paris, Elm, Brady and Ste. Anne move a lot

6

Downtown Sudbury is geographically well defined. However,

of cars, but create tough environments for pedestrians and

the busy roads and rail corridors that create this definable

cyclists. These big roads also work to dissect the Downtown

centre also act as physical barriers to the Downtown,

into three disjointed districts. What can be done to make

resulting in a centre that feels disconnected from its

these streets more friendly and help to stitch the Downtown

immediate surroundings and isolated from the rest of the city.

back together to improve its sustainability and resilience ,
when considering issues such as climate change?

2

7

Downtowns are typically the oldest part of a city. With a
downtown that has been built over the past 125 years,

People living downtown bring life to its streets and shops,

Greater Sudbury is no exception. Unfortunately, many

creating activity and buzz. This level of activity makes people

of the reminders of this history – such as the buildings

feel that the Downtown is a safe place to be. However, with

and monuments – have been demolished over the

only 600 people living in Greater Sudbury’s Downtown, the

years. Historic buildings are an essential part of creating a

local residential population is under-represented and

downtown identity that helps distinguish the core from the

insufficient to generate an urban buzz. Downtown Sudbury

rest of the city. The history and heritage of the Downtown is

has the opportunity to become a new residential destination

what makes it unique and thus, should be protected.

through intensification.

8
3

Over the years, there have been several previous

Memorial Park is a wonderful green space in the very heart of

attempts to revitalize the downtown. These have often

the city. However, this park is also the only green space in the

manifested themselves in large-scale projects, such as the

downtown, emphasizing an under-provision of usable park

Rainbow Centre, the civic office complex, Memorial Park

space in the core. Green spaces are critical components of

and the YMCA. To accommodate these projects, land was

urban centres, providing the setting for relaxation and active

consolidated and streets closed. This resulted in large scale

play. Parks also deliver important environmental benefits to

‘mega-blocks’ that turn their backs to surrounding areas.

urban centres, creating cleaner air, shady places, habitats and
cooling the air.

9

The identity of the Downtown is strong along streets like
Durham, Larch and Cedar. However, around the edges of the

4

For a downtown to be well used by its residents, the downtown

Downtown, its identity is not as positive. Here, parking lots,

must feel safe. However, there are pockets of Downtown

vacant shops, busy rail lines and oversized streets present

Sudbury that may at certain times of day feel unsafe. This

themselves to arriving visitors. Unfortunately this is the first

results in the perception of crime and fear of crime negatively

impression that people have of the Downtown when arriving

influencing the image of the Downtown – even if actual crime

from outside.

rates are quite low! Fear of crime is a particular concern in
locations that are not well overlooked or are disconnected

10

from the rest of the downtown.

Bringing people into the downtown from across the City is
important. However, the transit station is at capacity and
overflowing with big busses. Furthermore, there are person

5

Greater Sudbury has a deeply rich cultural offer located in the

safety concerns around the station, especially at night

Downtown, however, many of these important groups, such

time. The transit station is an important city asset that needs

as the Franco-Ontarian communities and the First Nations

some help to overcome its operational challenges.

communities are situated on the periphery of the core. These
groups would benefit from higher profile, more accessible

11

The expansive CP Rail corridor and related yards creates a

locations that are better integrated with the activities and

barrier when accessing the Downtown from the south or the

action of the Downtown.

west. The presence of the tracks contributes to a poor image
of the core and restricts its immediate growth opportunity.
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3.1

A Vision for
Downtown Sudbury
Welcome to the green City of Greater Sudbury,
the acknowledged capital of Northern Ontario,
a winter city but also a summer city, a city
of rocks and water, a city built on innovation
and reinvention, a city of art and ideas, a city
of business and meetings, a city of leisure
and recreation, a city that is environmentally
responsive and responsible, a city that is
socially responsible, a city that is cost efficient,
a city of diversity and inclusivity.
At the heart of this vast municipality is a
renewed and re-energized Downtown that
has become a confident advertisement to
the world about the city’s rich offer.
Downtown Sudbury is a meeting place
for people of different cultures, a place
to consume and share new ideas and a
centre for business, culture, knowledge and
entertainment. Residents and visitors come
Downtown to appreciate and understand the
history of where Greater Sudbury has come
from, to witness where Greater Sudbury is going
in the future and to celebrate what Greater
Sudbury is today - a greener, more sustainable
and healthier community.
Welcome to the future of Downtown Sudbury….
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Downtown is a centre for celebration

Downtown is a centre for beauty

Downtown is the meeting place for the entire city. Pedestrian

Downtown reflects and celebrates the northern landscape from

Weekends and ‘Downtown Days’ bring the streets to life on a year-

which the city was born, reminding visitors and residents just what

round basis. Residents and visitors of all ages spill into the heart

makes living in a City of Lakes so special. The rugged northern

of the city for shopping, dining, playing and people watching. The

landscape surrounding the downtown now flows into the core

expanded Memorial Park is the beautiful and safe showpiece

and down its streets. Sudbury’s signature rock formations, pines

for the city. The radically reconfigured Tom Davies Square is a

and clear water are represented in the heart of the city. The

genuinely democratic space where all are welcome. Minto Street

dramatic new Elgin Greenway creates a defined green edge to the

has been reinvented as a ‘shared-use’ street that seamlessly

downtown, linking several popular destinations and providing a

connects these two important parks.

showcase for inspired art installations. Big, busy Paris and Brady
Streets are lined with trees. Green open spaces, old and new, are

The redesigned Elm Street has been calmed and now supports an

linked by walkable pedestrian streets. It is a downtown that works

award winning public realm. The street has reclaimed its role as

on foot, even on a crisp winter’s day.

one of Greater Sudbury’s most important and active Main Streets.
The Shaughnessy District has brought new energy to the southern

Beauty is also captured through the Downtown’s fun, edgy and

portion of Downtown with the rejuvenated arena complex, four-star

elegant new architecture. The design of new landmark buildings

hotel and new multi-use community and conference space. With

such as the Franklin Carmichael Art Gallery, Laurentian School

events held weekly, the centre is booked solid by a mix of business

of Architecture and new Public Library have set a new standard

groups, not-for-profits and community groups. Festivals, food,

for the city. Curiously, the point where people seem to be having

music, film and the arts keep downtown buzzing.

the most design fun is with the old buildings, where some truly
innovative restorations and re-uses have taken place.

Downtown is a centre for creativity

Downtown is a centre for innovation

The arts scene is flourishing in Downtown Sudbury, fueled by

Downtown is the crossroads where business and creativity meet.

homegrown talent in the fields of publishing, literature, dance,

It is the centre for discovery and innovation in Greater Sudbury.

music, art, media, theatre and design. Working from studios in

The downtown embraces and promotes a diversity of learning

the Downtown, many of these artists have become recognized

opportunities. The award-winning Laurentian School of Architecture

and respected names across Canada and have helped to make

and its recently launched Industrial Design and Landscape Design

Greater Sudbury a destination for culture and creativity; the

programs attract the best and brightest from across the world. The

NordArtNorth week-long jam was perhaps the breakthrough

school’s focus on climate-conscious design and green building

event in confirming Greater Sudbury’s reputation as a place with

innovation has made the city a world leader in responsible and

a unique take on creativity - something a bit different from the

creative design – a stature amplified by the annual colloquium

south.

sponsored by Bruce Mau’s virtual ‘Centre for Massive Change’.
This event has brought some of the most remarkable thinkers and

The fifth anniversary of the Franklin Carmichael Art Gallery was

doers to the city and has helped shed a global spotlight on Greater

a huge success; annual attendance records have been broken

Sudbury as a centre for design innovation.

and the Gallery is now firmly entrenched as one of the city’s top
tourist attractions. Art is everywhere; installations that reflect the

This energy of innovation is magnified by the business community,

Spirit of Sudbury have found pride of place across the Downtown.

in new sectors like digital media and remote medicine, and also in

Buoyed by the opening of the Place des Arts and recently

game-changing creativity seen in mining technology, engineering

renovated and expanded Native Friendship Centre, the arts

and forestry sectors, spawning the many incubators, start-ups and

continue to offer the downtown a genuinely tri-cultural experience,

well-established businesses now making their home in the ‘Sudbury

making it distinct from any other city.

City Inno-Tech Park’ on Phase 1 of the remediated rail lands.
A MASTER PLAN FOR DOWNTOWN SUDBURY
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Downtown is a destination

Downtown is the centre for urban living

Downtown Sudbury is the urban playground for Northern Ontario.

One of the most impressive changes has been the rapid expansion

Flaunting the biggest conference facilities and best hotels in

of the residential market in the Downtown. After the success

northern Ontario, Downtown Sudbury plays host to dozens of

of the first few residential projects, financially supported by the

conferences and major events a year. Each year, these events

City, the residential market has taken off for young professionals,

bring thousands of visitors to Sudbury from across Canada, many

empty nesters, seniors and even a few families. New apartment

of whom stay in the downtown and enjoy its many attractions.

conversions of Sudbury’s most charming heritage buildings

The division-winning OHL Sudbury Wolves continue to sell out the

have also sprung up. Having all those people calling Downtown

refurbished arena and the newly formed Laurentian Hockey Team

‘home’ has been transformational to local business. This strong

has finally brought the excitement of varsity hockey to Greater

residential presence has made the Downtown one of Canada’s

Sudbury and helped the city express its true northern spirit.

cleanest and safest centres.

Downtown is also an unrivalled destination for food – from its

With enrolment growing year-on-year, the Laurentian School of

locally operated restaurants and cafés to its expanded farmers

Architecture, as well as an expanded college presence, have made

market (with a focus on ‘eat local’) to the new bakeries, delis

the downtown a buzzing student centre, bringing the downtown

and specialty food shops that populate quaint corners of the

to life “24-7”. Young people fill the restaurants, patios and park

downtown. The expanded Farmers’ Market with its new Porketta

spaces. New cutting edge boutiques have opened to cater to the

Days regularly attract visitors from Parry Sound and North Bay.

new downtown population. Many of the edgy new shops are owned

The downtown dining experience has gone from strong to stronger

and operated by the first generation of students educated in the

and offers variety and quality that is unrivaled in Northern Ontario.

downtown and who now choose to invest their future in Downtown
Sudbury.

Downtown is the heart of Greater Sudbury

Downtown is a centre for Everyone

The City of Greater Sudbury is a city of many centres, but at

Everyone feels at home in the Downtown. Downtown Sudbury is

its heart has always been the Downtown. Today, the historical

a model of co-operation and mutual respect between its cultural

divisions between the city centre and the town centres has

groups including those of European descent, Aboriginal peoples,

been overcome. Smart, efficient and effective improvements

Franco-Ontarians and the city’s growing New Canadian population.

to the city’s road, cycle and transit networks have created

As an inclusive and easily accessible destination, the Downtown

integrated connections between the Downtown and surrounding

remains the primary centre for social support in Greater Sudbury

neighbourhoods, making it easy to access the downtown from all

for the many residents that benefit from these essential services.

sides. Ramsey Lake and Bell Park are a short stroll away, safely
linked to the Downtown by new footpaths and cycle routes. These

Greater Sudbury is a model of community harmony and envied

routes help bring the lake right into the city.

by many other larger centres struggling to establish this cultural
balance. From its highly visible location on Durham Street, the new

Improvements to walking and cycling paths, particularly along the

Place des Arts offers a unique combination of performing arts,

Nolin and Junction creek systems, have improved access to the

visual arts and education. The recently renovated and expanded

Downtown and reinforced its ‘walkability’ from surrounding areas.

Native Friendship Centre offers even more programs and services
for Aboriginal peoples and welcomes all to partake in their rich

The modified road network breaks the barriers of the former ring

cultural heritage. These two centres add distinct flavour to the

road and now climbs the city’s dramatic topography, connecting

city that you can’t experience anywhere else. The Downtown is a

directly into surrounding neighbourhoods. The downtown is now

source of pride and identity for all residents and the place where

an easy, safe and accessible 10 minute walk from all surrounding

the continuing story of Canada’s history and cultural growth is

neighbourhoods.

told.
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Energy
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Engine
Creativity
Beauty
Pride
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